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Abstract. One of the main frontiers of nuclear structure today is the physics of
radioactive nuclear beams. Experiments with radioactive beams will make it possible
to look closely into many aspects of the nuclear many-body problem. What makes
this subject both exciting and difficult is: (i) the weak binding and corresponding
closeness of the particle continuum, implying a large diffuseness of the nuclear surface
and extreme spatial dimensions characterizing the outermost nucleons, and (ii) access
to the exotic combinations of proton and neutron numbers which offer prospects for
completely new structural phenomena.

INTRODUCTION

The field of radioactive nuclear beams (RNB) is one of the main frontiers of
nuclear science today. One of the indications of the potential of this field is the'
large international interest in the development of facilities with RNB capabilities.
At present there are only a few laboratories with radioactive ion beam capabilities.
However, the prospects for new experiments and the success of the current programs
have led to a number of RNB facilities under development, and a number of further
proposals, including the construction of the next-generation facilities in Europe,
U.S., and Japan.

Theoretically, exotic nuclei represent a formidable challenge for the nuclear many-
body theories and their power to predict nuclear properties in nuclear "terra incog-
nita" . It is important to remember that the lesson learned by going to the limits of
the nuclear binding is also important for "normal" nuclei from the neighborhood of
the beta stability valley. And, of course, radioactive nuclei are crucial astrophysi-
cally; they pave the highway along which the nuclear material is transported up in
the proton and neutron numbers during the complicated synthesis process in stars.
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Recent research relating to exotic nuclei has already demonstrated the potential
for exciting new nuclear physics. Examples include the exotic structure of halo
nuclei, which present us with new forms of nuclear matter, the surprising fragility
of magic numbers, which hints at some of the marked changes in the underlying
foundations of nuclear structure, and the production and study of the long-searched
doubly closed shell nuclei 78Ni and 100Sn. In the following, I shall briefly comment
on some of the themes related to the RNB physics.

THEORETICAL CHALLENGES FAR FROM
STABILITY

In the description of weakly bound systems, the major theoretical challenge is
the correct treatment of the particle continuum. For weakly bound nuclei, the
Fermi energy lies very close to zero, and the decay channels must be taken into
account explicitly. As a result, many cherished approaches of nuclear theory must
be modified. (For an extensive discussion of the theoretical perspectives far from
stability, see the recent review [1].) But there is also a splendid opportunity: the
explicit coupling between bound states and continuum, and the presence of low-
lying scattering states invite strong interplay and cross-fertilization between nuclear
structure and reaction theory.

How can one extend traditional tools of nuclear theory to account for the scat-
tering of nucleons from bound single-particle orbitals to unbound states? The
closeness of the particle continuum reverberates in two aspects of the theoretical
description. Firstly, the particles forming a bound nuclear state can virtually scat-
ter back and forth into the particle continuum phase space. This process must
conserve the localization of the nuclear wave function which remains bound even
with such a virtual scattering taken into account. A theoretical description of this
kind of effect still remains virgin territory, although some progress has been made
in the analysis of the virtual pair scattering [2,3]. Secondly, nucleons can very
easily leave the nucleus altogether and enter the particle continuum through the
real scattering. This is an old problem which, in the context of excited states
near or above the particle threshold, has been addressed by the continuum shell
model (CSM) [4-6]. In the CSM, the continuum states (decay channels) and bound
states are treated on equal footing. Consequently, correlations due to the coupling
to resonances, the spatial extension effects in weakly bound states, the structure
of resonances, and the structure of particle transfer form factors are properly de-
scribed by the CSM. Unfortunately, in many shell-model calculations for weakly
bound nuclei (including these presented at this meeting!) the continuum aspects
are completely disregarded; hence their conclusions should be taken with a grain
of salt (see, however, the recent study [7]).

Often, particle continuum is approximated by the quasibound states, i.e., the
states resulting from the diagonalization of a finite potential in a large basis [8,9] or
by enclosing the finite nuclear potential within an infinite well with walls positioned



at a large distance from the nuclear surface [10,11]. More sophisticated methods
of discretizing continuum include the Sturmian function expansions [12-15] and
resonant (Gamow) state expansions..

APPLICATIONS OF GAMOW STATES TO WEAKLY
BOUND NUCLEI

The Gamow states are eigenstates of the time-independent Schrodinger equation
with complex eigenvalues [16-18]. They are regular at r=0 and satisfy a purely
outgoing wave type of asymptotics with the complex energy eigenvalue. The real
part of the complex energy eigenvalue is the expectation value of the one-body
Hamiltonian, while the imaginary part is related to the total decay width of the
quasi-stationary state. The Gamow states are the poles of the 5-matrix on the
complex energy plane lying below the positive real axis. The closer they lie to the
real axis, the more they resemble the bound states, and they can be associated
with narrow resonances.
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FIGURE 1. The distribution of Gamow energy eigenvalues W{ in the (Re(u;), Im(u;)) plane
for (a) neutron drip-line nucleus 122Zr (neutron eigenvalues), and (b) proton-rich nucleus 180Pb
(proton eigenvalues). (From Ref. [19].)

A generalized completeness relation proposed by Berggren [17] paved the way for
using Gamow states as basis states in a similar way as the ordinary bound states
are used. Using the generalized completeness relation, one can treat a selected set
of resonant states on the same footing as bound states. The remaining part of the
continuum is treated by means of the integral along a path in a complex energy
plane. Recently, this technique has been applied to calculate the single-particle level
density and shell corrections for finite depth potentials [20,19]. Figure 1 illustrates
the distribution of spherical Gamow eigenvalues for 122Z and 180Pb (all partial waves



are shown). While for the neutrons in 122Zr the large-width Gamow states appear
just above the Re(t«)=0 threshold, for the protons in 180Pb the particle continuum
is shifted effectively by ~8 MeV due to the presence of the Coulomb barrier. The
proton Gamow states that appear at low energies are extremely narrow resonances,
usually discussed in the context of proton emitters.

MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION OF NUCLEAR
MASSES

In the description of weakly bound systems, pair scattering plays a unique role.
In standard methods based on bound and quasibound states the virtual scattering
of nucleonic pairs from bound states to the positive-energy states leads to the
presence of a "particle gas" surrounding the nucleus [2]. This problem is overcome
in the HFB method with a realistic pairing interaction in which the coupling of
bound states to the particle continuum is correctly taken into account [2,3,21,22].
Consequently, for large exotic nuclei, the self-consistent HFB treatment is not a
matter of choice, it is a must. The calculations are not easy, especially if the
self-consistent symmetries (e.g., spherical symmetry) are broken.

FIGURE 2. Two-neutron separation energies S2n for the Sn isotopes calculated in five micro-
scopic models: HFB-D1 (courtesy of Jacques Decharge), HFB-SkP and HFB-SLy4 (courtesy of
Jacek Dobaczewski), LEDF (courtesy of Sergei Fayans), and RHB-NL3 (courtesy of Georgios
Lalazissis). The experimental data are indicated by stars.

For medium-mass and heavy nuclei, no-core microscopic-mass calculations (i.e.,
based on microscopic effective interactions and employing many-body theory) are



usually performed within the mean-field approach. One has to bear in mind, how-
ever, that in the mean-field (i.e., independent-quasiparticle) theory, the correlations
beyond pairing are not considered, and this gives rise to systematic deviations be-
tween experimental and calculated masses [23]. On the other hand, when comparing
mass differences such as separation energies, the contributions originating from cor-
relations beyond the mean field tend to cancel out. Figure 2 displays two-neutron
separation energies for the Sn isotopes calculated in five state-of-the art microscopic
models: HFB-DlS (based on finite-range Gogny interaction D1S [24]), HFB-SkP
and HFB-SLy4 (based on zero-range Skyrme parametrizations SkP [2] and SLy4
[25]), LEDF (local energy-density functional model with parametrization FaNDF0

[26]), and RHB-NL3 (relativistic Hartree-Bogolyubov model with NL3 parametriza-
tion [27]). All models give a very good description of existing experimental data;
some interesting deviations are seen when approaching the proton drip line.
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FIGURE 3. Similar to Fig. 2 except for very neutron-rich Sn isotopes.

How do all these microscopic models perform when extrapolated to exotic
neutron-rich nuclei? This is presented in Fig. 3. Clearly, the differences between
forces are greater in the region of "terra incognita" than in the region of known
masses shown in Fig. 2. As seen in Fig. 3, the position of the neutron drip line for
the Sn isotopes slightly depends on the effective interaction used; it varies between
iV=120 (HFB-DlS) and N=126 (RHB-NL3). Hence, even if the theoretical method
used to calculate nuclear masses is reliable near the drip line, the uncertainty due
to the largely unknown isospin dependence of the force gives an appreciable theo-
retical "error bar". A detailed analysis of the force dependence of results may give
us valuable information on the relative importance of various force parameters and



many-body approximations.

ODD-EVEN STAGGERING OF NUCLEAR MASSES

The presence of the odd-even staggering (OES) in nuclear binding energies [28]
is usually attributed to the existence of nucleonic pairing correlations [29,30]. Re-
cently, a similar effect has been observed for ultra-small superconducting metallic
grains [31] and it is believed to result from the superconducting correlations [32].
Although the motion of electrons in metals is very different from that of nucleons
in nuclei, the mechanism behind electronic and nucleonic superconductivity (the
presence of an attractive residual interaction which gives rise to a correlated many-
fermion system) is indeed very similar [33,34]. On the other hand, no evidence has
been found for superconductivity in metal clusters, and the OES of binding ener-
gies in such systems is attributed to the Jahn-Teller effect which, by breaking the
spherical symmetry of the mean field, gives rise to deformed single-particle orbitals
[35,36].

In a recent study [37], the phenomenon of OES in nuclei has been analyzed using
the self-consistent HF method. In the independent quasiparticle picture, the gap
parameter is often related to the binding energies of three adjacent systems:

tlL 1) - 2B{M)], (1)

where J\f is the particle number (i.e, N or Z). As shown in Ref. [37], the quantity
A'3 '(n) calculated in the HF method without pairing is nearly zero for the odd values
of n and is positive for even values of n, reflecting the presence of the deformed
mean field. This result suggests that both pairing and mean-field components of
OES can be extracted from binding energies by using the three-point filter, A^3'.
Namely, the values of A'3) calculated at odd values of n can be, roughly, associated
with the pairing effect,

AU(X) = A^(Af = 2n + 1), (2)

while the differences of A^3^ at adjacent even and odd values of n give information
about the deformed single-particle spectra [37],

en+1 -en = 2 [A^(JV = 2n) - A^(M = 2n + 1)] . (3)

The neutron staggering parameter, A^3\ extracted from the experimental binding
energies is shown in Fig. 4. The values of A ^ at even neutron numbers are almost
twice as large as those at odd neutron numbers. Therefore, in light nuclei the
mean-field and pairing effects contribute almost equally to the staggering of nuclear
masses.
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FIGURE 4. Experimental values of Aj, (N). The thick gray line indicates the average trend,
A=12/VA. Each point represents the arithmetic mean over several even-Z isotones. (From
Ref. [37].)

SPECTROSCOPY OF PROTON EMITTERS

Proton radioactivity is an excellent example of the elementary three-dimensional
quantum-mechanical tunneling. Lifetimes of proton emitters directly provide an
indication of the angular momentum content of the narrow proton resonance [38].
Experimental and theoretical investigations of proton emitters (or theoretically
predicted ground-state di-proton emitters) are just opening up a wealth of exciting
physics associated with the residual interaction coupling between bound states and
extremely narrow resonances in the region of very low density of single-particle
levels. ' .

Recently, a method of calculating deformed proton resonances by means of the
coupled-channel technique with Gamow states has been proposed [39,40]. In very
deformed nuclei, proton resonances can be treated by means of the strong coupling
approach. However, to investigate the influence of the angular momentum depen-
dence of the proton decay width, this formalism has to be extended to account for
the Coriolis coupling.

Another exciting avenue is the competition between gamma-radiation and the
emission of prompt protons. Here, spectacular examples are proton-emitting in-
truder bands in 58Cu [41] and 56Ni [42]. In 56Ni, where two intruder bands have
been observed, the lower rotational band can be explained by large-scale shell-model
calculations in the pf shell. Also the results of cranked mean-field calculations in-



dicate that this band is built upon a 4p-4h excitation within the pf shell (see
Fig. 5, 4°4° band). The second band, however, is expected to involve particles in
the 1̂ 9/2 orbit, which is supported by its nearly identical behavior to the band in
58Cu. However, the best scenario for this band is based on one proton promoted
to the l#9/2 orbit (4°41 band in Fig. 5), while a neutron and a proton occupies this
orbit in 58Cu. The fact that our best theoretical scenario for deformed identical
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FIGURE 5. Excitation energy versus angular momentum for experimental and calculated in-
truder bands in 56Ni. Lines indicate the 4°4°, 4°41, and 4M1 bands calculated in the cranked
HF+SLy4 model, while the KBF shell-model calculations (SM) ..are indicated by crosses.

bands in 56Ni and 58Cu involves structures with different intruder content is very
puzzling and requires further investigations.

CONCLUSIONS

Studies of properties of nuclei far from the beta stability line, both the ground-
state characteristics (masses, radii, deformations...) and the properties of excited
states of exotic nuclei, are crucial for our understanding of the effective nucleon-
nucleon interaction and the behavior of the nuclear many-body system [43]. In this



context, the study of matter with radioactive beams of nuclei is one of the most
exciting challenges of nuclear physics and nuclear astrophysics today. The field
is extremely rich and has a truly multidisciplinary character. Experiments with
radioactive beams will make it possible to look closely into many exciting aspects
of the nuclear many-body problem. Although an experimental excursion into new
territories of the chart of the nuclides will offer many excellent opportunities for
traditional nuclear structure, there are many unique features of exotic nuclei (as-
sociated with weak binding, large diffuseness, and large spatial dimensions) that
give very good prospects for entirely new phenomena likely to be different from
anything we have observed to date. A broad international community is enthusias-
tically using existing RNB facilities and hoping and planning for future-generation
tools.
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